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I was hesitant at first – although I have tested my motion 

sickness resistance on a number of stories over nearly three decades of 
Carte Blanche.  
 
Like spending a couple of days on an inflatable boat during the sardine 
run, breaking the sound barrier in a Lightning jet and testing some of 
the gizmos used to train cosmonauts at Star City outside Moscow. 

All heroic stuff.  But I also remember boarding a fishing boat 

at Hout Bay for a competition and not making it out of the harbour 
before feeding the said fish. The skipper refused to turn back and I was 
christened the Pink Panther by Bok Loosie come surfer Rob Louw from 
that very long day.  

Any resistance I had being an api navi was countered with an 

impressive list of former victims. From rugby heroes John Smit and 

Stefan Terblanche to my cousin Barry Hilton and songster Heinz 
Winckler to the intrepid Natalie du Toit. 



Truth is I had no idea of cross country racing or the Kalahari caper and 
for the preceding months told friends I was going on a rally and we 
would be camping in the bush. 

So the first wake-up call was arriving at the mini Sun City at 

the diamond town of Jwaneng where the hundreds of cars, bikes and 
quads had assembled to do their dusty business. 

Our Red-Lined Nissan Navaras had arrived in a 

massive pantechnicon  and the uniformed support team were already 
hard at work fine-tuning the Dakar spec vehicles. 
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Possibly because the nerves were starting to jangle, I succumbed to a 
few Castles and Captains and coke with former champ Archie 
Rutherford back at the Cresta Hotel. Not a good idea before the 
qualifying event the next day…which was preceded by a full Monty 
breakfast including a healthy portion of baked beans. 
 
Any illusions of being a racing hero while suiting up were dispelled by 

having to wear the XL nappy. A 1,98 metre stretch of misery in 

fireproof vest and socks wearing a fluffy Huggies should carry a PG 
warning. 
The countdown, the chequered flag and we are racing – albeit just for 
starting times the next day…but even in the first few hundred metres I 

am shaken into the reality that this is frenetic, grueling, back-

breaking sport. 
 



And fears welling up are partially calmed by the thought that Terence 
has been down this road before – many times. 
 

About halfway through the hundred kilometres my stomach tells 
me that it was not built for this punishing regimen. 
Archie’s Captains and the big brekkie are begging to be let free – but I 
have been told that Terence is not all that partial to any technicolor 
decoration inside the caged cockpit. 
 
So, apart from a small foamie, I manage, with humongous relief, to 

make it to the finish. 



A daunting 900km to go, and I’m in 
big trouble. Mr T is not the 
compassionate type, but his wife 
Sharon, team manager and part-time 
“doctor”, comes to the rescue. 
 
Out comes her armoury against the 
bilious onslaught including multiple 
bags of ginger bon bons. Followed by 

an early night and avoiding Archie. 
 

And breakfast?  
Just toast and jam.  
 

Then it’s time to squeeze between the 
bars of the roll cage (not very 
elegantly) and nestle into the Nissan 
for the first official day of the Desert 
1000. 
 

We are under starter’s orders! 

I can’t claim to remember every twist and turn of that fast and furious 

first 220 kilometres. But I tried to look nonchalant when 
flying down a sandy path through the bush at close 
to 180 km/h and being airborne for much of the 
route. 
 
And I even got the odd “good call” from Terence through the helmet 
comms system which seemed to indicate that my navigational skills 
were improving…from a very low base. 
 



This was probably the most eventful and punishing 400 odd 
kilometres of my life.  
 
What was a track had disintegrated into menacing mounds of rutted 
sand and casualties from all the racing classes lined the route. 
 

I was being shaken – and definitely stirred – like never before. 

In the dusty conditions we were rammed from behind at a corner and 
then from my side a short while later. Devi will have to investigate 
some of these drivers! 
 
A blowout from the ragged rocks was the next challenge with the only 

upside that I got to test my tyre changing skills. 
 

Strangely there have been 
no calls from any F1 teams. 
 
But, as my wife says, it’s not 
all about me. Terence had 
to pilot his way through the 
continuous morass and 
fought the last 50 
kilometres without power 
steering. 



His hands were numb with the tension, I felt like any grey matter 
had been scrambled in that bobbling helmet and our Navara was 
bruised and battered.  

But we had finished the Desert 1000  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

…and it was definitely time for one of Archie’s 
Captains and Coke! 
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